The Enterprise
Marketer’s Guide to
Customer Data Platforms
Customer data platforms present an alluring alternative to marketers
who are frustrated with limitations in how their technology handles
customer data management and customer analytics.
"A Marketer's Guide to What Is - And Isn't a Customer Data Platform," Gartner, 2018
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Parsing the CDP Hype

The marketing technology community is buzzing right now with one
phrase on its lips: Customer Data Platforms. And for good reason.
Customer Data Platforms (CDPs) promise the one thing that has eluded marketers for years:
to unify customer data across digital and physical technology silos, provide meaningful
insights into the data, and orchestrate consistent, relevant customer engagement at every
touch-point.
And everyone is responding to the hype. According to one of Gartner’s recent reports on
CDPs, over 80 vendors now call themselves Customer Data Platforms, doubling the size of
the category over the last year. Inquiries into CDPs have quadrupled since Gartner first published their first research on the topic, and the CDP market is predicted to grow to $1 billion
in revenue by next year.

With hype comes confusion:
Can a marketing service provider deliver
the same benefits as a CDP?
How does GDPR fit into this?
How are the 80 so-called CDP vendors
different from one another?
How is a CDP different from a DMP or a CRM?
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What is a CDP?

The term "Customer Data Platform" was coined in 2013 by David Raab, who later went on to found the CDP
Institute. By 2018, the term has been universally adopted by the multichannel marketing analyst, vendor,
and buyer community. While the capabilities within a CDP are not necessarily new -- they have previously
lived within a range of tools and systems -- what is new is the packaging of those capabilities together into
one solution, which is the glue that connects all parts of the customer ecosystem together.

Industry Definitions

According to David Raab, a Customer Data Platform is a marketer-managed system that
creates a persistent, unified customer database that is accessible to other systems.

CDPs hold the power to tap into this goldmine and harness the full potential of owned
customer data, making CDPs, according to McKinsey, the heartbeat of modern marketing.

Gartner defines a CDP as “a marketing system that unifies a company's customer data from
marketing and other channels to enable customer modeling and optimize the timing and
targeting of messages and offers.”

A CDP must have a
marketer-friendly web-based
interface that enables:

Data collection
Profile unification
Segmentation
Activation
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What is NOT a CDP?

Because some CDP capabilities may overlap with other solutions, marketers can confuse
other technologies with CDPs. Let’s break down the most common sources of confusion.

CRM

CDP

DMP

MSP

CDP vs. DMP
CDPs use first party data and identity resolution to build a golden customer record that can be used in
real-time for marketing, advertising, customer experience, and analytics use cases. DMPs rely on third party
data to build anonymous audiences primarily for advertising use cases. With the rise of the GDPR and
concerns around data privacy, brands are coming to rely more and more on their owned first party data for
how they market to customers.

CDP vs. CRM
CRM solutions were founded in B2B technology and have evolved to try to accommodate some B2C use
cases. CDPs, on the other hand, were specifically developed for the B2C world. CRMs have traditionally been
limited in what channels and data sources they can ingest, whereas a CDP is able to bring in customer data
from any online or offline source. CRMs are limited in the range of ways they make data actionable. CDPs
support the full range of customer data use cases.

CDP vs. MSP
Before the advent of CDPs, most marketers used Marketing Service Providers (MSPs) to house their database
of customer profiles, transactions, product and campaign history. Most MSPs lack real-time updates, behavioral
data, and modern connectivity to other systems. CDPs offer a robust real-time environment that can manage
massive data sets. CDPs provide modern interfaces to query and connect the data to execution systems.

Why CDPs, Why Now

Why are customer-centricity projects suddenly so important to enterprise brands?
According to Gartner’s 2017-2018 Gartner CMO Survey, marketing leaders invested two-thirds of their
budget to support customer retention and growth, and spending on activities that focus on existing
customers is outpacing spending on new customer acquisition. Customer analytics is a top priority for
CMOs as they seek to inform these decisions.
In short, marketers have reached the limits of what third party audience-based marketing can do, and
they want to double-down on their owned first party data. As enterprise brands’ marketing technology
ecosystems have become more sophisticated, and more first party customer data is collected than ever
before, marketers understand that they are sitting on a goldmine.

With a CDP, marketers gain:
Direct access to extremely accurate first-party data of the highest quality
A platform-based approach to managing a unified customer database
A centralized customer database of record, including all offline and online interactions
An infrastructure that is future-proofed, evolving in tandem with the technology stack
Lower total cost of ownership on managing and activating customer data
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Use Cases Core to a CDP

David Raab of the Customer Data Platform Institute recommends that brands _____________________
define their use cases
before choosing a CDP. And for good reason: not all CDPs can deliver on all use cases, so it’s important to
understand how you will use a CDP before implementing one. For enterprise brands, marketers tend to
select CDPs that can help with use cases across four key areas:

Outbound Marketing

Digital Advertising

Customer Experience

Analytics

Outbound marketing
These are CDP use cases centered on segmenting customers based on value, behavior, and attributes
so marketers can deliver 1:1 content on every marketing message, across every outbound marketing
execution channel.

Examples include:
Email segmentation based on customers' VIP or lapsed status, behavioral
clusters, and lifetime value segments
Real-time triggered emails for replenishment, search, and browse campaigns
Direct mail campaigns
SMS and push notifications

Digital advertising
These are CDP use cases that engage customers through digital advertising, where first party customer
data is used for acquisition and retargeting campaigns.

Examples include:
Display optimization: suppressing buyers with programmatic solutions
Google customer match lookalike modeling
Facebook and Instagram custom audiences
DMP display targeting segmentation
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Use Cases Core to a CDP

Customer experience
These are personalization-focused CDP use cases for 1:1, relevant customer interactions and offers on
the website and all other customer-facing systems.

Examples include:
In store events
Call center tickets
NPS scores
Physical location
Mobile app integration for engagement
Web personalization

Analytics
Analytics CDP use cases calculate and predict key marketing metrics such as attribution, lifetime value,
clusters, likelihood to buy, etc. A CDP should make these available through direct query access, the CDP
UI, and APIs. All teams should have access to CDP data.

Examples include:
Attribution tied to customer lifetime value and acquisition sources
Clustering (e.g., behavioral, interest)
Likelihood to engage, buy, churn, and convert
Next best product, next best offer recommendations
Accessing a single customer profile through the CDP UI and APIs
Direct query access for data scientists
Data export

Any time you have a direct interaction
with a consumer, it’s a CDP use case.
Omer Artun,
Founder & CEO
AgilOne
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How to Choose the Right CDP for Your Business

As the category continues to mature, enterprise marketers should fully understand their
expectations and needs, and ask the right questions from CDP vendors in order to separate
the wheat from the chaff.
At the very least, a CDP should meet these preliminary requirements:
Managed by marketers, not the IT department
Focused on activating first-party data
Unified customer data in a single record from multiple sources
Extensible, growing to incorporate more data segments and destinations
Supports real-time data streaming for site and app personalization

The role of the CDP is not to store
the data, but to act as the connective
tissue between multiple marketing tools
and conduct the orchestration across
web, mobile, email, social and more.
- Christie Eubanks
Gartner

How to Choose the Right CDP for Your Business

Advanced requirements for a CDP
While most CDPs meet preliminary requirements, brands with many channels, many
sources of data, and many points of interaction with customers need more from a CDP.
Enterprise brands should seek a CDP that:
Unifies all data, online and offline, to fulfill customer identity
Includes machine learning and data modeling to make customer data actionable
Has comprehensive built-in customer reporting and analysis so marketers can understand customer patterns, behaviors, and how to most effectively create segments for campaigns
Persists at providing personally identifiable information to distinguish one customer from another
Provides dynamic micro-segmentation at the customer level
Performs data cleansing, deduping, stitching, and enhancing of omni-channel customer profiles
Syndicates data to “final mile” marketing tools to increase customer retention
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When is a CDP right for you?
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Many well-known, omni-channel brands have adopted CDPs with great success. Retailers
lululemon (combing
online and offline data), Lilly Pulitzer (reaching
millennials), Tumi
__________________________
___________________________________________
(eliminating
silos), and Jo-Ann Stores (increasing
online and in-store shopping) have
______________________
___________________________________________________
realized significant improvements in revenue and customer retention after implementing
a CDP system. But is your company ready for one?

These five marketing objectives are good indicators:

1
2
3
4
5

You are an omni-channel brand wanting to create relevant
direct-to-consumer relationships
You are a B2C brand with physical locations and want to
combine offline customer data with online data
Your brand has sophisticated business needs and granular data
requirements
Your marketing department needs direct access to data
You want a single customer view and orchestrated personalization
across all channels

Ready for a CDP? Contact
us.
____________________

The AgilOne Customer Data Platform supports
more than 150 brands worldwide. We can help you
determine if a CDP is right for your organization.

Contact us:
Marketers@agilone.com

